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Issue: We propose that We propose that the ACA Meetings’ suggested 7th Tradition donation
percentages of excess funds be, Intergroups 45%, Regions 30%, and ACA WSO 25%.

Background: More than thirty years ago ACA WSO suggested to the ACA Group Meetings and
membership a 7th Tradition donation of their excess funds to their service entities as follows:
Intergroups 60%, Regions 30%. WSO 10%. That suggested percentage has never been adequate. In
the 1980s and early 1990s, the Regions struggled to serve the membership and faded out of
existence. At that time, the Regions and WSO were collaborating with the same few people and few
donations. In 2017 WSO registered Region 2 and we now have Region 5, and more are developing or
are being considered.

The ACA program has grown from its infancy and now reaches around the globe. We realize that we
must rethink the funding for our service structure and correct our literature. We also believe that the
Regions must still retain 30% of the excess 7th Traditions funds from their areas of geography or
focus, because 30% is a minimum they need to function properly. WSO will get 25% from the
membership, in addition to excess funds from the Intergroups and Regions from around the world.
This will bring WSO on par with other 12 Step organizations and still leave the Intergroups with a
healthy 45% of their membership’s 7th Tradition contributions.

Resources/Implementation: To implement this proposal, the current Regions will send an email
regarding the suggested changes to their meetings and Intergroups. We will author articles for the
Traveler and the ComLine regarding the changes in the suggested percentages. The current Where
Does the Money Go? flyer can be rewritten in collaboration with the Finance Committee to include
these new percentages and to help the Fellowship understand the financial needs of each level of our
service structure. In the future, as WSO publishes new editions of current outdated literature, they
will correct the suggested percentages. Meanwhile, they may archive or update any trifolds that
contain the old percentages and/or are no longer useful for the membership.

WSO Analysis: This ballot measure is one of two similar ideas that the ACA World Service board is
aware of.  The Finance Committee recommends a formula by which groups send 50% of excess funds
to Intergroups, 25% to Regions, and 25% to ACA WSO. The committee’s rationale is that the 50-25-25
formula is easier for group treasurers to calculate and suggests slightly more money for intergroups.
The board is taking no action on this issue until the ballot measure process is completed.

Comments: (Those greater than 50 words, per Ballot instructions, were truncated. Comments only
referring to the group’s voting results were removed.)

a) Unclear of the role of the Region and why it seeks more funding.  Discuss what the funds would be
used for and if it has something to do with the expansion of virtual meetings.

b) This may be premature at this time as these are not usual times due to Covid.  Has merit but not
right now.  Recommend that WSO does not change the current formula until 2023.

c) How big is your region
d) "yes", but with the percentage 50-25-25, not 45-30-25



e) Regions died before due to having to generate their own funding; this proposal takes more away
from Regions that already have a cash-flow problem

f) Abstain.    What I have been told is effective in reducing dues.    E-books, e-conferences (zoom, etc.)
public facilities  DeepL translation  https://www.deepl.com/en/translator  Slack  https://slack.com/

g) This change is long overdue!!
h) We like the 50-25-25 split better
i) But we believe 50-25-25 is easiest
j) Percentages of 50% Intergroups 25% Regions 25% WSO
k) We are interested in the 50-25-25 formula, as well.
l) The 50-25-25 percentages are easy to calculate and the change would rob Intergroups.  Fellowships,

Intergroups, and Regions are all, in theory, donating to the WSO already; 7th Tradition
recommendations should remain as they are.

m) "yes", but with the percentage 50-25-25, not 45-30-25
n) WSO analysis suggests that this is a topic that is already being addressed.


